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SMART SIMPLICITY 
– SIMPLIFYING TREATMENT OPTIONS AND PROCESSES
In a satellite symposium at the ECCO Congress sponsored by Tillotts Pharma, the importance of clear 
terminology and umambiguous understanding for communicating to the IBD patient was discussed. 

Prof Geert D'Haens was the Chair.

read in full the latest ECCO Guidelines 
on the management of UC and CD (23 
and 16 pages respectively). A majority 
answered no.
   The second was a statement: "Most of 
my IBD patients considered for biologics 
would fit the inclusion and exclusion cri-
teria used in pivotal clinical trials". Again 
the majority answered no.
   Prof Sharara presented several real-life 
surveys that showed that patients with 
ulcerative colitis (UC) not are being  
treated according to guidelines.
    – In Crohn's disease (CD), a study on 
treatment pathways published in Journal 
of Crohn's and colitis 2017, showed that 

basis for guideline recommendations, 
but patient reality does not always fit 
within the framework of guidelines. 
There are many reasons why there are 
deviations or just gaps. We will highlight 
some of these gaps, and how to handle 
them, he said.
   Prof D'Haens then introduced the first 
speaker, Prof Ala Sharara, who talked 
about clinical practice guidelines versus 
real life in IBD.

"We are not doing a good job"
Prof Sharara started with two questions 
to the audience, who was asked to vote 
yes or no. The first one was if they had 

In his introduction to the symposium, 
Prof D'Haens asked if we have a com-
mon understanding when we talk 
about remission.

   – Or does one person mean clinical and 
another endoscopic? A third may mean 
deep remission – and how does one define 
that, he asked.

Deviations and gaps
Prof D'Haens continued with more ques-
tions. What is moderate UC? What are 
the numbers behind expressions such as 
"likely" or "common"? Has anyone a defi-
nition for "accelerated step-up?"
   – Evidence from clinical trials is the  
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63 % of patients initiated on a corticos-
teroid were treated only with this agent 
– some patients were on a corticosteroid 
for up to 10 cycles.
   He also presented a study on fragmen-
ted care, published in American Journal 
of Gastroenterogy 2019. State inpatient  
databases from New York and Florida 
had been used to identify 90-days read-
missions among IBD patients. The pre-
valence of fragmentation, defined as 
readmission to a non-index hopital, was 
found to be 26.4 % in New York and 32.5 
% in Florida.  
   Fragmented inpatient care was asso- 
ciated with higher likelihood of in- 
hospital death, inpatient colonoscopy, 
and a longer redamission length of stay.
   – In real life, we are not doing a good 
job, Prof Sharara commented.

Several differences between RCTs 
and real-world evidence
Adherence was Prof Sharara's next topic.
   – In a study, 43 % reported they took 
less than 80 % of the indicated dose of 
5-ASA. 12 % had no detectable 5-ASA, or 
N-acetyl-5-ASA in their urine. Another 
18 % had lower than expected urinary con-
centrations of 5-ASA and N-acetyl-5-ASA.
   Poor complicance was found to be as-
sociated with 3 times-a-day dosing and 
being in full employment. Depression 
was also a predictor for non-compliance.
   He continued by talking about adhe-
rence to infliximab therapy.
   – An observational study in two French 
referral university hospitals systema-
tically asked patients about delayed or 
missed infliximab infusion. The overall 
non-adherence rate was 54.3 %!
   There are several differences between 
a randomized controlled trial (RCT) and 
real-world evidence. In a RCT, non-ad-
herent patients are taken out of the ana-
lysis. In real world, non-adherent pa-
tients can switch the treatment and in 
such case are likely to remain included 
in treatment.

   – In a RCT, experiment is based on an 
artificially created homogenous treat-
ment group. The purpose is to establish 
the efficacy of the medication/therapy. 
Real-world evidence contains hetero-
genous patient population reflecting  
realistic scenario. The study is likely to 
indicate the effectiveness of the drug/
therapy under various conditions, Prof 
Sharara pointed out.

Many questions remain
A study published in Clinical Gastroen-
terology and Hepatology 2012, found that 
only 31.1 of 206 patients with IBD (34 % 
with CD and 26 % with UC) would have 
been eligible to participate in any of the 
pivotal clinical trials.
   – We have a lot of unmet needs – we 
have many patients that we don't know 
what to do with.
  The three basic tenets of best clinical 
practice, according to Prof Sharara, are 
pathophysiology (knowledge), guidelines 
(information) taken together with clinical 
experience (wisdom). Another way to 
phrase this is combining evidence-based 
and experience-based medicine in IBD.
   – The real life practice of IBD is chal-
lenging, with a demonstrable need for 
optimising care according to available 
best evidence. Clinical guidelines are 
useful, but fall short in highly complex 
diseases, he said.
   A combination of evidence-based and 
experimental-based medicine narrows 
this gap, and should drive future research.
   – Personalised and precision medicine 
is needed, but many questions remain, was 
Prof Sharara's last take-home message.
   In the panel discussion that followed, 
a consensus on keeping up publishing  
real-life experiences was reached.

The reasons for guidelines 
being national
Prof Hugh Mulcahy then talked about 
the importance of terminology.
   – Guidelines are good for health profes- 

sionals, but sometimes complex, lengthy and 
too rigid for practical application, he stated.
   There are many ambiguous terms in IBD, 
and Prof Mulcahy presented examples.
   – Diarrhoea in IBD – are we talking 
about frequency or consistency, or both? 
Dysbiosis – what is it? When we are tal-
king about maintenance of remission 
– which remission? Is it identical to pre-
vention of flare?
   He presented examples from the ECCO 
UC Guidelines Statement 2B. In this, 
he pointed out examples of two uses of 
ambigous language, one of vague langu-
age, one of passive language, one of non- 
specific language and one of overly spe-
cific language. 
   – I wish to stress there is a value with 
guidelines – without them, my care 
would be chaotic, Prof Mulcahy under-
lined.
   But he said that it would be nice if they 
were a bit clearer. Nevertheless, he en-
couraged everyone to "spare a thought 
for the poor guideline writers".
   – Today, 60 % of patients with CD in 
my clinic are on a biologic. The time be-
fore their first surgery has increased, and 
second surgery has become rare. We put 
this down to increased, and earlier, bio-
logic use, Porf Mulchay said.
   In the panel discussion that followed, 
the speakers talked about that health 
care staff may understand guidelines 
– but the general population often do 
not. Also the fact that the reality on the 
ground is that guidelines stems from the 
economy they are created in. That is the 
reason why we have national guidelines.
   With these thoughts, the symposium 
ended.
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